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Introduction

As the modern generic and biosimilar drug industry reaches its 40th anniversary, the industry faces unprecedented challenges that call into question the viability of sustainable competition from low-cost medicines.

The Drug Price Competition and Patent Restoration Act of 1984 stands out as a monument of federal legislation that produced lasting benefits for America’s patients and taxpayers. Commonly known as the “Hatch-Waxman Act”, the law created a pathway for the introduction of lower-cost generic drugs. The results have been wildly successful. In the last ten years alone, the use of generic drugs has saved patients and the U.S. healthcare system almost $3 trillion dollars.1

Seeking to build on this success, in 2011, Congress established a pathway for the approval of biosimilars — lower-cost versions of the high-cost brand biologic and specialty medicines, which represent only two percent of volume but drive more than half of all prescription drug spending.2 Despite barriers to adoption, biosimilars are already expanding access and reducing spending for patients. To date, biosimilar medicines have allowed for more than 344 million incremental days of therapy — care that patients would not have received otherwise.3

The benefits are tangible: generics and biosimilars make it easier for patients to afford their medicines, for employers to pay for healthcare, and for health plans and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) to contain spending. Generics drive biomedical innovation as brand manufacturers respond to lower-cost competition. And generic competition creates “headroom” for spending on new, high-cost innovative medicines. Everyone wins when a generic drug is dispensed. As a result, the United States leads the world in both pharmaceutical innovation and adoption of lower-cost generic drugs.4

But this track record of success—and the resulting increase in patient access to care—is currently at risk. Low-cost generic competition appears fragile, evidenced most recently by increasing numbers of drug shortages; and generics face new challenges, many the result of federal and state legislation. Without legislative and regulatory action by policymakers in Congress, the White House and state governments, it is very possible that the shortages of today point to future supply chain strains and challenges to patient access.

The Challenges

Unchecked Price Deflation

Low prices delivered by generic competition are critical to patient access and affordability of care in the United States. And generics are delivering. Studies have shown that generic prices in the U.S. average 16 percent less than other countries, and between 30 to 50 percent less than nations such as the U.K., Mexico, France and Japan.5 This difference is the result of a hyper-competitive U.S. generic drug market in which prices can rapidly fall by 40 percent on average, and as much as 95 percent upon generic entry.6 Biosimilars are demonstrating similar impacts on prices, with rapidly falling biosimilar and brand biologic prices.7

But while price competition is a long-standing feature of the U.S. generic drug market, generics are suffering extended and high, unchecked price deflation. In 2013, generics accounted for 86.1 percent of prescriptions and 28.7 percent of spending. In 2022, they were 90.3 percent of prescriptions and 17.5 percent of spending.\(^8\)

This represents a loss of $6.4 billion in the value of generic sales since 2017, even when taking into account new generic launches and increased generic prescription market share, and it is the result of a multi-year period of sustained generic price deflation.\(^9\)

**Value of Total Generic Sales Fell Even as More Generics Were Sold**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More Sales</th>
<th>Lower Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional Generic Prescriptions in the U.S. 2017 to 2023</td>
<td>Change in Total Value Generic Sales 2017 to 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17 billion</strong></td>
<td><strong>-$6.4 billion</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is increasing recognition that generic prices may actually be too low. As U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Commissioner Dr. Robert Califf recently noted, “We have got to fix the core economics if we’re going to get this situation fixed.”\(^10\)

**Fewer New Generics & Slower Market Penetration for New Generics**

Unchecked deflation is compounded by challenges for new generic launches. This is witnessed in fewer large-scale new generic opportunities\(^11\) and in slower market penetration for new generics. For instance, although generics would historically be expected to achieve 90 percent or more of total prescriptions within six months of launch, generics launched in 2020 remained stuck below 70 percent market share until mid-2021, and even by the end of 2022, only reached 84 percent market share.

---


Slower Than Expected Biosimilar Adoption

Similar challenges have bedeviled new biosimilar competition. Although biosimilars are delivering on their promise of lower prices, adoption has been slower than anticipated. And even in markets with relatively high biosimilar adoption, it is not clear that these lower prices are sustainable for multiple competitors.

The story is even more concerning among pharmacy-benefit biosimilars such as insulin and adalimumab (brand name: Humira®). For instance, although more than half of new patient prescriptions are written for biosimilar insulin, these comprise less than a third of filled prescriptions.

Drug Shortages are a Symptom of Increasing Market Fragility

Generic and biosimilar manufacturers are experiencing profound challenges. Older, more commoditized medicines are experiencing price deflation, while newer, more valuable commercial launches face slower adoption. The cumulative result is an underlying fragility of which the recent increase in drug shortages is a symptom.

A recent IQVIA Institute report highlights this:

- Shortages are overwhelmingly found in generic drugs, particularly sterile injectables;
- Shortages are increasingly in multi-source generic markets; and
- Shortages are centered in low-cost products below $1 and $5.

In short, unsustainable pricing can cause market exits and create conditions in which the market is vulnerable to a shortage, whether caused by a natural disaster, an FDA inspection, corporate bankruptcy, or other unforeseen events.
The Causes

The above challenges are caused by a combination of market abuses and legislative/regulatory mistakes.

Market Consolidation

Three hospital/clinic group purchasing organizations (GPOs) control roughly 80 percent of all generic medicine purchasing for hospitals/clinics. In the retail market, three purchasing consortiums (wholesaler/retail chain combinations) collectively control 90 percent of the retail prescription market.

Fewer buyers means fewer markets for the more than 200 generic drug manufacturers in the U.S.

This consolidation allows these entities to extract below-competitive prices and onerous contract terms that make continued production of low-margin products increasingly challenging.

Delayed Entry / Patent Thickets

Ongoing patent litigation and large patent estates on brand drugs frequently delay generic and biosimilar medicines from coming to market. The patent estates on biologics such as Humira, for example, have been extensively documented. Although the original compound patent on Humira expired in 2016, AbbVie obtained over 160 patents on the product, many of those acquired years after its original FDA approval, which do not expire until 2037. The recent entry of biosimilar versions of Humira was possible only through pro-competitive settlement agreements. While biosimilars can still obtain FDA approval, the threat of patent infringement damages represents a major deterrent from promptly entering the market.

Similarly, under Hatch-Waxman, a generic can obtain final approval as soon as the thirty-month stay of regulatory approval expires. But that does not end patent disputes. As a general matter, only a district court proceeding would likely be concluded at the termination of the thirty-month stay, and many key districts specifically time their decision off the thirty-month stay. At that point, the case will still likely be appealed to the Federal Circuit, which has as much as a 50 percent reversal rate on district court proceedings. The threat of substantial damages for an at-risk launch (meaning a launch before the conclusion of Federal Circuit proceedings) discourages early generic market entry.

These timing challenges are compounded by the sheer number of patents that brands hold for brand-
name drugs. To prevail in patent infringement litigation, a generic or biosimilar manufacturer must invalidate or show that each claim in each asserted patent is infringed. In other words, a generic or biosimilar manufacturer challenging 50 asserted patents with 10 asserted claims each would need to go 500-for-500 to prevail in litigation and be able to bring its lower-cost medicine to market. This can make litigation economically infeasible and delay patient access to generic or biosimilar medicines.

**Slower Adoption / Rebate Traps**

Slower adoption and lower efficiency rates for new generics is driven in part by coverage decisions by Medicare and commercial health plans and PBMs. These highly-consolidated entities profit from rebates on high-priced brand drugs, even though patients would save through lower-cost generics or biosimilars. For the 2021 Medicare Part D plan year, on average, only 21 percent of first generics that launched in 2020 were covered by plan formularies. It appears to take nearly three years before first generics are covered on more than half of Medicare Part D formularies. These delays and lack of coverage restrict patient access to lower-cost generics, denying patients savings in favor of unnecessarily high cost-sharing for brand medications, even though lower-cost alternatives are available.

And although some formularies have begun to cover biosimilars such as adalimumab (Humira®) or insulin, they often do so only by placing the biosimilar on parity with the brand, which provides patients no reason to switch to a lower-cost biosimilar and effectively serves to maintain brand market share.

**IRA Creates New Uncertainty for Future Generic & Biosimilar Investments**

Compounding the above challenges, future investments in new generics or biosimilars are clouded by uncertainty created by the price negotiation provisions of the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA). Under the IRA, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is required to set prices for between 10 and 20 drugs per year. But the IRA provided no clarity on what the negotiated price should be, and set the timing of this process for years after a generic or biosimilar manufacturer faces the decision to commit as much as several hundred million dollars to develop a generic or biosimilar.
The IRA creates significant uncertainty for generic manufacturers unable to accurately forecast which products they should develop because the brand drugs subject to negotiation, and the price at which they might be set, is unclear. Generic and biosimilar companies undertake extensive market analysis, engage in extremely costly patent litigation, and participate in a complex FDA approval process, making key decisions years in advance of launch. The IRA framework significantly increases the risks and uncertainty of those decisions.\(^\text{21}\)

### Negotiation Occurs Years After Generic and Biosimilar Investment — Creates Uncertainty for Future Competition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years post-FDA approval</th>
<th>Generics / Biosimilar Developers Consider Investment</th>
<th>Brand biologics eligible for negotiation</th>
<th>Most common timing for biosimilar launch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 1-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 12.5-14.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 20+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Generics / Biosimilar Developers Consider Investment**
- Small molecule brands eligible for negotiation

**Brand biologics eligible for negotiation**
- Most common timing for generic launch after expiration of active ingredient patent

**Most common timing for biosimilar launch**
- Year 20+

### The Solution

As is often the case, no single action created this crisis, and no single solution will resolve it. Rather, policymakers must redouble efforts to encourage generic and biosimilar competition through approval, coverage and reimbursement policies.

#### Address Prices

Despite growing awareness of the need to “pay more” for generics, solutions have been few. Rather than a complete redesign of the nation's system for reimbursement of generic drugs, it would be more efficient and effective to target three areas of government policy that harm low-priced generics.

1. **Medicaid Generic Drug Inflation Program**

   In the Medicaid program, generics are subject to an inflation penalty under the Medicaid Drug Rebate Program (MDRP) even when they do not increase their price, as their average manufacturer’s price (AMP) can fluctuate due to factors outside a manufacturer’s control. Generic manufacturers operate in highly competitive markets; and, unlike brands, generic average prices can vary significantly from quarter to quarter as a result of changes in customer mix or seasonal purchasing patterns. This means that these penalties, in addition to being financially onerous, are highly unpredictable. Thus many generic manufacturers are paying rebates for changes in average price even when they did not take a price increase. These are rebates that manufacturers can neither control nor plan for, but they make continued production of low-cost products financially challenging.

\(^{21}\) Further, by rewarding a brand drug with a “maximum” price of 40 percent of its original average manufacturer’s price (AMP), IRA could create an incentive for patent abuse by brand manufacturers. Put simply, any brand manufacturer would jump at the chance to have 100 percent of the market at a 60 percent discount instead of competition from generics—competition that reduces their market share by more than 90 percent. All a brand drug maker needs to do is keep seeking new patents, stacking them into a fortress against competition—a practice that has already been long deployed to delay generic entry.
In 2022, the IRA created a separate inflation-based rebate for both brand drugs and generics, but tailored the language to address several unique aspects of the generic market. **Congress should amend the Medicaid inflation penalty consistent with the approach included in the IRA.** This modification would limit such rebates to single-source generics with average annual costs exceeding $100 per patient. It would hold manufacturers accountable for price increases within their control, while granting the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) discretion to waive inflation penalties for drugs that are in shortage or at risk of shortage.

2. **340B**

The 340B Drug Pricing Program allows certain covered entities (CEs) to purchase covered outpatient drugs at a discount. The discounted “ceiling price” at which the drug may be sold to a CE is the AMP minus the MDRP Unit Rebate Amount (URA). If the calculation results in a price less than $0.01, the ceiling price is set at $0.01, known as “penny pricing.” The program obligates the manufacturer to sell products to CEs—which accounted for almost $44 billion in drug purchases in 2021—for $0.0122. The net result of these policies further compounds price erosion in the generics markets23. These discounts also create a payment distortion in which generic manufacturers—operating on razor-thin margins and comprising the least expensive piece of a patient’s care—are asked to subsidize other healthcare services.

**Policymakers should amend the 340B program to provide that generics be available to CEs at the AMP.** This would ensure that providers continue to have access to generics at a low price while increasing the payment rate for generic manufacturers.

3. **State Drug Pricing Initiatives**

In recent years, multiple states have responded to news of drug price increases by enacting new restrictions on manufacturers. Ironically, the burden of many of these efforts has fallen on generics. This could be through the creation of new price reporting mandates, upper payment limits, or even the creation of new state-sponsored manufacturing. But because these restrictions are often based on percentage increases, the laws ignore the brand drugs that are driving drug spending and instead focus on generics (given that a $0.01 increase on a $0.10 pill far exceeds inflation). These laws create, at best, costly new reporting burdens for generic manufacturers, ignore the causes of high drug prices, and singularly (and severely) penalize generic manufacturers24. **State policymakers should focus on proposals that encourage utilization of lower-cost generic and biosimilar medicines as a critical and effective tool in managing spending.**

**Ensure Timely Access to Generic & Biosimilar Medicines**

As noted above, large patent estates substantially impede patient access to lower-cost generic and biosimilar medicines. **Congress should ensure that generic and biosimilar companies can continue to enter into pro-competitive, pro-patient patent settlement agreements that expedite generic and biosimilar entry.** These patent settlements have led to generic drugs being introduced, on average, 81 months (6.75 years) prior to patent expiry25. Proposals that would limit or severely restrict patent settlements would result in fewer generic and biosimilar application filings, fewer patent challenges, and higher drug prices.

---

24 AAM v. Ellison, Case No. 23-cv-2024, Dkt No. 42 at 19 (D. Minn. 2023) (“[I]t is far from clear how much of this harm the Act would prevent, given that it does not regulate price increases by anyone in the supply chain but manufacturers, and given that it does not regulate the price charged to Minnesota consumers.”).
Address IRA Uncertainty

Even as the Biden Administration continues its work to implement the price negotiation provisions of IRA, there are important changes that could protect generic and biosimilar competition and position negotiation as a fallback to be used in the absence of generics or biosimilars. **Congress should account for the reality of timing for generic and biosimilar entry, which would: 1) prevent brand gamesmanship that delays generic/biosimilar entry; and 2) provide greater clarity for the price-setting process.**

Ensure Rapid Adoption

Finally, while IRA made some changes to Medicare to encourage plan adoption of lower-cost medicines, Medicare’s design nonetheless continues to reward PBMs for preferring high-cost brand drugs with rebates over generics or biosimilars. **Congress should ensure rapid coverage of lower-cost generics and biosimilars and remove PBM incentives for use of higher list-price brand drugs.** Such policies should also be applied to the commercial market to prevent continued PBM preferences for products with high rebates and fees.

---

**Policy Recommendations**

**Address Prices**

- **Medicaid Generic Drug Inflation Program**
  Congress should amend the Medicaid inflation penalty consistent with the approach included in the IRA
- **340B**
  Policymakers should amend the 340B program to provide that generics be available to CEAs at the AMP.

**State Drug Pricing Initiatives**

State policymakers should focus on proposals that encourage utilization of lower-cost generic and biosimilar medicines as a critical and effective tool in managing spending.

**Ensure Timely Access to Generic & Biosimilar Medicines**

Congress should ensure that generic and biosimilar companies can continue to enter into pro-competitive, pro-patient patent settlement agreements that expedite generic and biosimilar entry.

**Address IRA Uncertainty**

Congress should account for the reality of timing for generic and biosimilar entry, which would: 1) prevent brand gamesmanship that delays generic/biosimilar entry; and 2) provide greater clarity for the price-setting process.

**Ensure Rapid Adoption**

Congress should ensure rapid coverage of lower-cost generics and biosimilars and remove PBM incentives for use of higher list-price brand drugs.
Conclusion

Generic and biosimilar medicines are the backbone of accessible care for America’s patients. Policymakers have a unique opportunity to preserve and enhance generic and biosimilar competition and sustainability, safeguarding and stabilizing not only future savings, but future care.